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Dimensional & Flat Pads

Instructions for Use:

•  For Dimensional Pads always use the circular cell side of the Gel 
against the Skin – This maximises its pressure relieving properties. 

•  The Dimensional and Flat Pads can be submerged in water for 
cleaning. It’s recommended a 10:1 water to bleach solution to sanitize 
the pad. For organisations please use your Trust approved cleaning 
agent, then rinse with water and dry with a towel.

•  Whatever pressure relief system you use please ensure that it is suitable 
for your needs and is prescribed by a heath care professional. 

•  The Dimensional and Flat Pads can be cut to any required size or 
shape. The Gel will not leak even when submerged in water. Please 
use a good quality pair of scissors and seal the cut gel with talc (Baby 
Powder) to remove any stickiness. Once cut we recommend a using a 
VP Cover such as Dartex.

• Weight Limit: 30 Stone / 190 Kg

Cleaning of Covers:

• Remove any spillage or debris from the surface before cleaning.
• Wipe down the cover using an approved cleaning agent.
•  Rinse the cover using clean water, to prevent chemical build up. If left 

in a wet condition, especially through chemical contact, the cover will 
become more susceptible to damage through abrasion and strike 
through.

•  Always follow the manufacturer’s instructions when using chemical 
cleaning agents
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Arm Rest Pads & Trough Liners

G Series Arm Pads 
(210G, 212G, 214G, 310G, 312G, 314G, 316G)

These arm pads have various fixing holes that are a European M6 thread. 
Please ensure that you use the correct length bolts so that they do not 
protrude into the gel of the arm pad.

Please note that the 212G and 312G arm pads are supplied with saddle 
washers to help fitting onto a tubular arm pad receiver tube.

Strengthening Plates For 314G & 316G Arm Pads
(314GBO,316GBO)

Insert these strengthening plates between the wooden back of the arm rest 
pad and the plastic cover and continue to fit in the normal way.

TMS & GWT Series Arm Pads 
(210TMS, 212TMS, 214TMS, 310TMS, 312TMS, 314TMS, 316MS, 
410GWT, 412GWT, 414GWT, 416GWT)

These arm pads are supplied with tracking, sliding T-Nuts and four different 
lengths of appropriate bolts for total ease of fitting and adjustment. 

GT Series Arm Pads & Accessories 
(408GT, 410GT, 412GT, 415GT)

These arm pads are supplied with tracking, sliding T-Nuts and four different 
lengths of appropriate bolts for total ease of fitting and adjustment. There 
are also a wide range of accessories that fit to the GT series arm pad 
including trough pads, waterfall pads, elbow stops and hand pads. Please 
see the brochure for the various order codes. Each accessory comes with 
the relevant fixings to fit to the GT arm pads.

Trough Liners 
(OTLM, OTLL)

Our gel trough liners are supplied with velcro attached on the underside of 
the gel liner. Please ensure that the appropriate velcro is stuck securely on 
the trough arms to maintain the correct position. 
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Leg, Knee & Feet Pads

Gel Knee Protectors – Swing Away 
(KBM, KBMT, KBMB)

These pads are supplied with clamps to fit 22mm (7/8”) to 25mm (1”) tubing. 
If fitting to smaller diameter tubing a sleeve maybe required.

Gel Knee Protectors – Elevating Leg Rests 
(KBE, KBET)

The gel knee protector buttons for elevating legrest are designed to go 
at the top, front pivot point of the elevating leg rest and fit most standard 
elevating leg rests.

Start by removing the existing bolt and nut from the elevating leg rest 
pivot joint. For some manufacturers you must first remove a plastic cover. 
Replace the bolt removed with one of the two bolts provided. Choose the 
appropriate length. If the bolt removed is thicker than those provided then 
use the steel spacers provided and slip it over the bolt before reinserting it 
into the pivot joint. Next place the plastic back cover over the bolt and screw 
the gel knee protector onto the end of the bolt. If there was a cover for the 
top of the leg rest you will now need to replace this. 

Foot Protector Covers 
(GFPC, GPPCA, GFPCS)

GFPC / GFPCS - Position plastic receiver on to the footplate to locate the 
desired position. Mark this position with a marker pen or equivalent. Drill 
the holes into the footplate and bolt into position with bolts provided.

GFPCA - Fit the plastic receiver as above (GFPC), remove the protective layer 
and stick into position. Please ensure that both surfaces are clean and dust 
free. For best results clean surface with a spirit based cleaning agent and 
when dry apply the foot pad with even pressure.

AFBHO - Adjust the foot bucket to the desired angle and secure into 
place by using the nut and bolt provided. Adjust position of angle when 
necessary. Velcro the Gel padding into place to ensure there is no hard 
surface exposed. The foot bucket is designed to be bolted onto the existing 
footplates using appropriate length bolts and nuts.
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Leg, Knee & Feet Pads

Headrests & Laterals 

Stick On Pads 

Full Length Leg Protectors 
(FLGP10, FLGP12, FLGP14)

These leg protectors are supplied with clamps to fit to tubing from 22mm 
(7/8”) to 25mm (1”) diameter. Fit by attaching the clamps to the tube and 
tighten until secure. If fitting to smaller diameter tubes sleeving will be 
required.

Gel Calf Support Panels 
(GHS, GHSP, GHSB, GHSBX, GHS-2, GHSP-2, GHSB-2, GHSBX-2)

Attach to the wheelchair hanger brackets by using the velcro straps. Where 
possible use the positioning straps at the top of the calf pad to obtain the 
best position for the user.

Headrests & Laterals  
(55DGHP, 77DGHP, 35DGLP, 46DGLP, 57DGLP, 67DGLP, 89DGLP)

These pads come with removable covers for washing. 
Please fit with the bolts supplied.

Stick On Pads  
(ESP, SESP, 34SP, 48SP, 412SP, 1575SP, 2075SP, 2575SP)

Before sticking these pads into position please ensure that both surfaces 
are clean and dust free. For best results clean surface with a spirit based 
cleaning agent. When dry apply pad with even pressure to secure into 
position. Once in position it is not recommended to move and re-use.
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Wraps and Covers 

Wraps and Covers 

(WHC4, WHC5, RHC, THC, BCC16, BCC18, BCC20, PTW6, PTW8, SBCV, 
SBCPV, SBCBV, GSC5, GSC8, LHC, LPW, LLPW, TAC, KPR, KPRT, KPRQ, HLC3, 
SOB16, SOB18, SOB20, GLS26, GLS32, GLS36)

Zip or velcro around offending object making sure that any seam is away 
from the area that you wish to protect. If wet, please allow air to circulate 
fully around the item and ensure the product is dry before continued use.

Gel Padded Wheelchair Slip Over Cover
(GPSB16, GPSB18, GPS20)

Place the wheelchair push handles through the gaps at the top of the 
cover. Use the Velcro strap at the base to secure into position.

Permobil Compatible Gel Accessories

Arm Pad Slip-Covers
(DP2SC10, DP3SC10, DP2SC12, DP3SC13, DP2SC14, DP2SC16, DP3SC16)

Step 1: Remove the armpad assembly from the chair using a screwdriver.

Step 2: Use flat screwdriver. Follow Diagram 1 instructions and gently push the tabs to 
separate the pad from the assembly. Push tabs in the direction of the arrows. 

Step 3: Place the supplied adhesive tape at the locations in Diagram 2 on the plastic 
plate with the tabs. The adhesive strips go on the side that faces the floor once 
reinstalled on the chair. 

Tabs

These 2 first
Diagram 1

Diagram 2
Adhesive tape

Adhesive tapePost B

Post A’s

This is the same side as Diagram 1 and faces the floor when on the chair.

Tabs

These 2 first
Diagram 1

Diagram 2
Adhesive tape

Adhesive tapePost B

Post A’s

This is the same side as Diagram 1 and faces the floor when on the chair.
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Permobil Compatible Gel Accessories

Step 4: The slipcover contains GEL formed to the shape of the armpad. Slide the 
pointed end of the Permobil armpad into the slit in the Dimensional Gel slipcover so 
both pointed ends face the same way.

Step 5: Align the THREE prepunched holes in the Dimensional Gel slipcover to Post A’s 
on the Permobil armpad and pull the fabric over each post carefullly.

Step 6: Stretch the fabric over the squared end of the Permobil armpad.

Step 7: Align the TWO prepunched holes in the Dimensional Gel slipcover to Post B’s 
on the Permobil armpad and pull the fabric over each post carefullly.

Step 8: Remove the paper from one of the pieces of adhesive tape while holding the 
fabric away from the tape.

Step 9: Gently stretch the fabric to align the seam of the slipcover with the center of the 
Permobile base plate and press the fabric to the adhesive tape. If needed, you may 
reposition the fabric by simply pulling it away from the adhesive and pressing it back 
to the adhesive.

Step 10: Remove the paper from the other tape and press slipcover fabric to the 
exposed adhesive. To fit properly into the assembly, the taped down edges must not 
overlap.

Step 11: Align the slipcovered armpad over the assembly and press until the tabs 
securely engage.

Step 12: Re-attach the armpad assembly to the chair using a screwdriver.

Footrest Protectors
(5PFPCS, 7PFPCS)

Please firstly ensure that the footplates are clean and free from dust. For best results 
clean surface with a spirit based cleaning agent. When dry apply pad with even 
pressure to secure into position. Once in position it is not recommended to move and 
re-use.
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Gel Ovation Hardware Products

Gel Hip Guides & Mounting Bracket
(HG310, HG312, HG314, HG316, HGMB)

Gel Ovation Hip Guides are 6 Axis Adjustable. Simply loosen the screws 
and place in the desired position. The aluminium fitting is infinitely 
adjustable. There is no fixed position. Once achieved tighten the bolts to 
ensure the Hip guide is secure.

Please note the existing stem of the Hip Guide is designed to fit directly into 
Quickie Salsa skirt guard receiver bracket. For all other seating please order 
the Hip Guide Mounting Bracket (HGMB). The Hip Guide Mounting Bracket 
is supplied with T-Nuts and various length bolts that fit all major brands of 
wheelchair seat track systems. 

Gel Knee Adductors, Stump Pads & Elbow Stops
(EBLSD, EBLSC, SRABC, SRASC, SRABD, SRASD, SRABF, SRASF, 67SRSSC, 
67SRSSD, 89SRSSC, 89SRSSD, 67SRSSF, 89SRSSF, SRESD, SRESC, SRPESD, 
SRPESC)

1.  If using the tube clamp versions, please ensure that you have ordered 
the correct size tube clamps for the tubing that the hardware is to be 
attached to. There are two different sizes – 22mm (7/8”) & 25mm (1”).

2.  Loosely attach the tube clamp to the tubing. Slacken each clamp screw 
individually, adjust to the desired position and tighten. This process may 
have to be repeated until the Gel Adductor Pad, Stump Pad or Elbow 
Stop is in the exact position required.

3.  Once in position tighten the tube clamp bolts and each of the small Set 
Screws. This ensures that there is no rotation and that the hardware 
stays firmly in position. 

4.  If you have ordered Flat Mount Fixings (For Knee Adductors or Stump 
Supports) please use the T-Nuts and Screws provided to fit the fixing 
bracket to the side rails of the wheelchair.

5.  For the ‘Quick Release’ versions please use the lever to tighten or 
release the Adductor Pad, Stump Support or Elbow Stop when required.

6.  The Fixed Position Elbow Stops (EBLSD, EBLSC) are designed to clamp 
onto a wheelchair’s back posts. Please ensure that you have the correct 
size tube clamp and use the lock screws and set screws to secure into 
position.

7.  Please call: +44 (0) 1454 285071 or e-mail: info@gelovationseurope.com 
if you require any additional assistance.
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Gel Ovation Hardware Products

Universal Fixed Elbow Stops 
to Fit Gel Ovation Arm Pads or Back Tubes
(UESF, UESC, 35UES, 46UES, 57UES, HDESUS, HDESUL)

These elbow pads are compatible with Gel Ovation Arm Pads that are over 
3” (76mm) Wide. Please bolt to the existing arm pad.

EBLSD, EBLSC
These fixed position elbow stop brackets are supplied with either a 1” 
(25mm) or 7/8” (22mm) Clamp. Please clamp into position on the back 
posts of the wheelchair in the desired position and adjust accordingly.

Gel Calf Support Trough
(DGCT)

The trough support is designed to be fitted to the existing leg supports to 
provide a contoured softer surface area. Please use the bolts supplied.

Gel Lateral Hardware, Lateral Pads & Accessory Clamps
(SRRLHL, SRRLHR, 35DGLP1, 46DGLP1, 57DGLP1, 67DGLP1, 89DGLP1, 
SAB2D1, SAB2C1, SAB3D1, SAB3C1)

Please choose the appropriate lateral support hardware, Left or right, 
and the size of lateral required. Please secure the lateral pad to the 
lateral hardware using the bolts provided. Fix the lateral hardware to the 
wheelchair, or mobility aid, by using the appropriate Accessory Clamp. 
Loosen the positioning screws of the lateral hardware and move to the 
desired position. Once in position tighten the screws so that the lateral 
hardware is secure. The Lateral swings in and out of position by a Lift 
Mechanism within the hardware. 
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Gel Adjustable Forehead Stabiliser, Head Rests & Accessories

Gel Adjustable Forehead Stabiliser, Head Rests & Accessories
(SRAFS510, SRAFS512, SRAFS514, SRAFS, SCHA) 

The Forehead Stabiliser can be used with a choice of three sizes of 
Gel Ovation Headrests (SRH510, SRH512, SRH514). If fitting one of these 
headrests to an Ocean Shower Chair please ensure that bracket SCHA is 
used. Alternatively, you can fit the forehead stabiliser to 3rd Party Headrests 
using an adaptor bracket. Please see further instructions below.

1) Set arm length and connect arms with socket head screw
2)  Set the position of the Forehead Stabiliser by adjusting the forehead pad 

angle. Tighten flat head screw once set
3)  Adjust the arm angle. Tighten flat head screw when the desired position 

is set. 
4) Install the Gel Wraps around the arm of the Forehead Stabiliser
5)  Use the ‘Push to Release’ button to flip the Forehead Stabiliser to either 

for forward or back position as required. 

Adaptors to Fit Forehead Stabiliser to 3rd Party Headrests
with a 1” (25Mm) or ¾” (19Mm) Ball Fittings
(SRFSMB – 1” (25mm), SRFSMBS – ¾” (19mm))

1)  Remove the existing headrest from the 1” (25mm) or ¾” (19mm) ball 
fixing. 

2)  Place the appropriate Gel Ovation Ball Adaptor Bracket between the 
ball fixing and the head rest pad.

3)  Using the screws provided fit the Gel Ovation Ball Adaptor Bracket into 
position. 

4)  You are now ready to fit the Gel Ovation Forehead Stabiliser (SRAFS) to 
the existing headrest using the screws provided.

5)  Save the screws you removed in case you ever want to reverse the 
process.
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Gel Adjustable Forehead Stabiliser, Head Rests & Accessories

Adaptor to Fit Forehead Stabiliser to Whitmyer Style Headrest
(SRFSMBW)

1)  Unscrew the 2 screws that hold the bottom removable clamp to the 
welded clamp.

2)  Set the Whitmyer Adapter on top of the welded part, with the longer, 
thinner part AWAY from the headrest pad and with the 6 drilled and 
tapped screw holes to the top. 

3)  Use the 2 longer screws provided to replace the screws removed from 
the original headrest that held the bottom clamp around the ball.

4)  Tighten the headrest pad clamp around the Welded Half Clamp on the 
Headrest. You are now set to attach the Forehead Stabiliser to 2 of the 
drilled and tapped holes at the top and adjust to fit.

5)  Save the screws you removed in case you ever want to reverse the 
process.
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Shower Chair & Bathroom Accessories

Shower Chair & Bathroom Accessories
(LPWA, KPRA, TACA, INVSCFP, INVSCFP1P, INVSCLP, INVSCHR, INVSCBBW)

Zip or Velcro around offending object making sure that any seam is away 
from the area that you wish to protect. To dry please allow air to circulate 
fully around the product until fully dry.

Gel Ocean Shower Chair Soft Neoprene Back Rest
(INVSCBR)
Fully remove existing back rest. Attach the neoprene backrest with the 
Velcro Straps and Buckles provided. The Velcro straps can be adjusted for 
comfort. Please ensure that all fastenings and clips are secure before use 
and checked at regular intervals.

Gel Ovation Toilet Seat and Shower Chair Overlays
(OSCSO, GTSO, GTSOM)

Please ensure that the Non-Slip Material is positioned against the toilet or 
shower chair seat and the Dartex material is in contact with the user’s skin. 
Please use the Velcro straps to secure in position. If not required, please cut 
off the Velcro straps and dispose of accordingly. 

The Dartex cover can be wiped clean with soap and warm water. Please 
ensure that any spillage or debris is removed from the surface before 
cleaning. 
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Disposal Instructions

NON
STERILE

Any disposal practice must be in compliance with all local 
and national laws and regulations. 

All packaging materials used for your Pressure care product 
can be recycled.

All of the above products can be wipe cleaned with any detergent. 

All gel used is a latex free solid gel. Do not machine wash.

Warning: Shear and moisture are unhealthy for skin. These products are designed 
with a moisture impermeable cover. If used in wet conditions please dry the 
product off before continued use. If used in wet conditions please dry for additional 
10 minutes after surface drying before continued use. This particularly applies to 
arm and foot rests where pressure can be more concentrated.
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